
                                                                                 
  

PRESS RELEASE 
 

 

Enea Linux and System Management 
on the ARMv8-based AMD Embedded  

R-Series Processor 
 
 

 

STOCKHOLM, Sweden, February 17, 2015. Enea (NASDAQ OMX Nordic: ENEA), a leading 

operating system solution vendor within the communication domain announces Enea Linux 

support for the 64-bit AMD embedded R-Series system-on-chip (SoC) processor, codenamed 

“Hierofalcon”. 

 

“Enea is one of our leading embedded Linux partners for the 64-bit ARM-based AMD Embedded 

R-Series SoC processor”, said Dilip Ramachandran, Senior Director of Marketing, 

Communications Infrastructure Solutions, AMD Embedded Solutions. “We aim to provide a 

hardware and software platform for telecommunications network infrastructure providers 

interested in a flexible NFV implementation to manage networking services with configurable 

hardware to help reduce complexity and cost.”  

 

Enea Linux makes prototyping in the networking and telecom markets easy and cost-effective 

through the http://www.openenealinux.org site, which gathers everything needed to download, 

deploy and customize an open version of Enea Linux. When customers move to the product 

development phase they have the options to continue with the open version or acquire the fully 

supported commercial version based on the same code base they used in the prototype phase. 

 

With the objective of further reducing development costs and time-to-market, Enea Linux can be 

complemented with the Enea Element middleware, a software framework that provides  

high availability (HA) and on-device management functionality to quickly develop carrier grade 

network applications. 

 

“The AMD Embedded R-Series SoC processor is a compelling and highly competent hardware 

solution in the NFV space. Together with AMD, we ensure that we have the perfect software 

platform in place for anyone implementing network function and connected endpoint devices”, 

said Daniel Forsgren, SVP Product Management, Enea.   

 

http://www.openenealinux.org/


                                                                                 
  

Based on the ARM Cortex™-A57 architecture, the upcoming AMD Embedded R-Series SoC 

processor, codenamed “Hierofalcon”, is the first 64-bit ARM-based platform from AMD, designed 

for communications and networking infrastructure including network function virtualization (NFV).  

 

For a chance to discover more about Enea Linux and Enea Element on the AMD Embedded R-

Series SoC processor first hand, and to talk details with Enea and AMD representatives, please 

visit the AMD booth in Hall 1, Booth 138 at the Embedded World conference in Nuremberg, 

Germany, February 24-26. 

 

For more information visit http://www.enea.com/alliances/amd or contact: 

 

Oskar Swirtun, SVP Marketing  

Phone: +46 8 50 71 40 70  

E-mail: oskar.swirtun@enea.com  

 

 

 

About Enea  

Enea is a global supplier of Linux and real-time operating system solutions, including middleware, 

tools, databases, and world class services, with a vision to enable communication everywhere. 

As a trusted and respected player in the embedded software eco system, Enea has for more than 

four decades delivered value and helped customers develop and maintain ground-breaking 

products. Every day, more than three billion people around the globe rely on Enea’s technologies 

in a wide range of applications in multiple verticals – from Telecom and Automotive, to Medical 

and Avionics. Enea has offices in Europe, North America and Asia, and is listed on NASDAQ 

OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm AB. For more information please visit www.enea.com or 

contact us at info@enea.com. 

 
Enea®, Enea OSE®, Netbricks®, Polyhedra® and Zealcore® are registered trademarks of Enea AB and its subsidiaries. 
Enea OSE®ck, Enea OSE® Epsilon, Enea® Element, Enea® Optima, Enea® Optima Log Analyzer, Enea® Black Box 
Recorder, Enea® LINX, Enea® Accelerator, Polyhedra® Lite, Enea® dSPEED Platform, Enea® System Manager and 
Embedded for Leaders(TM) are unregistered trademarks of Enea AB or its subsidiaries. Any other company, product or 
service names mentioned above are the registered or unregistered trademarks of their respective owner. © Enea AB 
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